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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid”

Senate to redraft
seminar proposal
By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor

SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Photo editor

Acting out
(From left) Jen Corrington, Bob Ludewig, Shawn Conners, Mareon Rufferg, Jason Arnold and Lisa DiGangi,
members of the comic improv group Hello Dali, act out a skit Wednesday at the atrium at Coleman Hall
after the Communication Association’s first meeting of the year.

New mail system falling behind
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
Several faculty members have
begun expressing their concern
over a recent change in the mail
system which delivers the mail a
day late.
Complaints about the system
were brought up at Tuesday’s
Faculty Senate meeting. Political
Science Department Chair
Richard Wandling says a number
of chairs in the college of sciences

would like to see the system
changed back to the way it was
previously.
“In the past the mail we
received in the morning ... was
that day’s mail,” Wandling said.
“The mail we’re receiving under
the current system, while the
impression is that we’re getting
mail earlier and therefore better
service, it’s really the opposite
because we’re getting mail that
was picked up the day before.”
The change was instituted Sept.

2, and delays mail delivery to
departments by a day because
mail is now delivered to the
university rather than picked up.
The post office now delivers all
on-campus mail at 11:30 a.m.,
said Harriet Rose, assistant
director of administrative
services. It then takes until about
2 p.m. for the mail to be sorted,
and it is delivered the following
morning beginning at 8 a.m.,
See MAIL page 2

The Student Senate withdrew
the resolution Wednesday
regarding the mandatory career
services seminar.
The senate withdrew the
resolution in order to draft a new
resolution that addressed student
concerns.
“Lets talk to Faculty Senate
and the administration, and draft
a resolution that says what we
want to say,” said Speaker of the
Senate Erin Weed.
The free, 30-minute seminar
would educate students about the
services offered by the Career
Planning and Placement Office.
The seminar may become
required for all juniors and
seniors. If students don’t schedule
to attend the seminar, they can be
blocked from registering.
The senate came up with
possible alternatives to blocking
students registration. The
suggestions included:
■ The career services seminar
would be included into the
syllabus of the already required
senior seminar.
■ Including the seminar into
freshman orientation.
■ The career services seminar
would be made part of the
integrated core.
■ Reward students that attend the
seminar by allowing them to
register a day earlier within their
year in school.
Many senate members stated
that students liked the idea of the
seminar, but didn’t approve of

“

“I’m absolutely
opposed to the
seminar. I think that the
university isn’t treating
students as adults.”
– Andrea Veltman, senior
philosophy major

blocking registration.
“Every single person I’ve
talked to is against the block,”
senate member Jim Donahue. He
added that many of the students
knew that career services was
available.
Ryan Schone, a senate
member, said students he talked
to were opposed to the block.
“Students have a right to
choose,” Schone said.
“The problem we have is with
the block,” Liz Halbert, senate
member said. “Career services
needs to make (attending the
seminar) positive to get students
to attend.”
“The issue is the block,” senate
member Nick Natale said. “There
is no question about how career
services does its job, but the
process to get students to go.”
One student expressed her
dislike for the proposed
requirement.
“I’m absolutely opposed to the
seminar,” said Andrea Veltman, a
senior philosophy major. “I think
that the university isn’t treating
See SENATE page 2

Mexican history presented with sight and sound
By TAMMIE LEIGH BROWN
City editor
Eastern students were taken
on a musical journey through
Mexican history Wednesday as
Jesus Negrete sang and played
his harmonica and acoustic
guitar.
Negrete, also known as
“Chuy,” the founder and
director of the Mexican
Cultural
Institution
of
Chicago, gave a bi-lingual
presentation, speaking half in
English and half in Spanish.
Negrete’s presentation, “500
Years of Latino History in
Song,” was the first performance in celebration of
Latino Heritage Month.
Moran Beasely, executive
director of the Multi-Cultural
Student Union, said he was

IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer
Jesus Negrete, founder and director of the Mexican Cultural Institute of
Chicago, depicts Mexican history using guitar and slides Wednesday in
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
impressed by Negrete’s Mexican spirituals which
performance.
showed the evolution of the
Negrete’s songs included culture from slavery to

struggle to suburbs.
He covered historic issues
from the arrival of Spaniards
to Mexico and their encounters
with the Mayans, to migrant
workers in America.
He then talked about the
Mexicans attending segregated
schools in the Southwest until
1955 and of the settling of
families in the Chicagoland
area.
He spoke of the arrival of
horses, cows and pigs to the
Americas. Broken treaties,
Abe Lincoln, union workers,
Hero Street in Silvis and
descents of Mexican ancestry
in the Midwest were also
among the myriad of subjects
addressed.
This was Negrete’s first
performance at Eastern, but
Beasley said he had seen

Negrete perform in Chicago
and wanted to see him again.
“He’s
a
phenomenal
storyteller and folk singer ...
and even partakes in educating
the masses,” Beasley said.
The upbeat, sometimes
comic hour-long presentation
was a bombardment of more
than 400 years of historic
information.
For every slide, there was a
story. The slides included
painted murals and black and
white
photographs
of
revolutionaries.
He said he wouldn’t mind
coming to Eastern as a visiting
professor and using his songs
and chants.
Negrete said one of the
reasons he came to Eastern
was because “the University
needs to hear the information.”
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RHA continues constitution revisions Big money spending
The Residence Hall Association will continue to revise its
constitution at tonight’s meeting
at 5 p.m. in the lobby of Thomas
Hall.
The revisions are part of an
ongoing process to revise the
entire constitution over a series
of meetings.
“We didn’t want to bombard

the new members with all of the
revisions at the first meeting,”
said Anne Niznik, RHA treasurer.
The RHA also will hear the
proposed budget of the 1997-98
year.
The RHA will discuss the
number of representatives attending the Glacurh conference later

this year. The conference offers
RHA members a chance to share
ideas with other RHA members
from different schools.
The RHA also is looking to
organize its committees.
Currently, they are forming committees to plan a hunted house
for homecoming and making
newsletter.

Southern experiences labor pains
CARBONDALE (AP) –
Union educators at Southern
Illinois University gathered
Wednesday to vote on their firstever labor agreement with the
school.
But negotiations between
teachers and administrators
won’t end, no matter what the
vote: The agreement is only an
interim deal.
“We got a slight foot in the
door and we will continue negotiating,” said James Sullivan, an
associate art professor and president of the SIU faculty union.
The proposal features a 3 percent pay raise retroactive to July
1 and offers union members
greater control over academic
programs and disputes.
It requires administrators to
give the union an advisory role
in planning for any future
changes to academic programs
and pledges no major changes in
faculty staffing.
It also establishes an arbitration system to handle disputes

SENATE

REPORT

ASSOCIATED PRESS

over promotion, tenure and contract issues.
The deal, which also features
a no-strike clause, would expire
June 30. It affects only the
Carbondale campus.
Margaret Winters, associate
vice chancellor for academic
affairs, said negotiators agreed to
seek an interim deal after realizing that writing SIU’s first-ever
permanent contract will require
lengthy and complex talks.
“This is to give both sides
something to work with while
we’re going through this longer,
more complex process,” she
said.
When negotiations began in
March, Sullivan said the key
issue was winning more control
over how the university operates.

WASHINGTON (AP) – With
remarkable swiftness, the House of
Representatives reached out
Wednesday for a $3,000 increase in
the congressional salary of
$133,600.
On a vote of 231-192, and after a
desultory debate in which the subject of a pay raise was never mentioned, lawmakers approved a routine Treasury Department spending
bill shorn of a provision used routinely in recent years to block costof-living increases for lawmakers.
“They’re pushing it through so
they don’t have to talk about” the
2.3 percent raise, Rep. Linda
Smith, R-Wash., said of the GOP

leadership as the multibillion-dollar spending bill was whisking
through the House in scarcely an
hour.
“No one was trying to pull a fast
one on anybody,” countered Rep.
Jim Kolbe, R-Ariz., who steered
the bill to passage. Even so, the
tension on the House floor was evident, as GOP Whip Tom DeLay of
Texas, a behind-the-scenes supporter of a pay raise, patrolled the
floor continuously while the measure was pending.
While the legislation moved
through the House quickly final
passage capped weeks of quiet discussions among senior lawmakers.

Wife accused of killing
husband out on bond

pre-law minor; Joe Kienzler, sophomore public
relations major; Noel Koller, senior finance
major, theater arts minor; Brian Nolen, junior
political science major; and Monica
Wellenkamps, a junior health studies major with
political science minor.
The senate also approved the changing the
name of University Development to University
Development and Recycling.

DANVILLE (AP) – A Rossville
woman was charged with four
counts of first-degree murder in the
shooting death of her husband, but
released on only $75,000 bond
after her attorney argued that she
had no money, no job and no place
to live.
Rhonda Stephenson, 37, was
charged Tuesday in the death of
Terry D. “Sas’’ Stephenson, 44,
who was found wounded outside
his home late Sunday. He was pronounced dead about an hour later at
Hoopeston Community Hospital.
Rhonda Stephenson, who had
recently moved out of her husband’s home, was questioned
Sunday night after the shooting, but
was not arrested at the time. After
prosecutors reviewed the case and
decided to charge her with murder
on Monday, she turned herself in.
In arguing to have Rhonda
Stephenson released into her parents’ custody, attorney Carl
Kagawa maintained that the defen-

dant had suffered domestic abuse
throughout her eight-year marriage
to the defendant. He also said she
claimed to have shot her husband to
keep him from attacking her 17year-old son.
Kagawa also said Rhonda
Stephenson herself called 911 after
the shooting, and pointed out that
she surrendered to police without
incident after learning of the
charges against her.
Assistant Vermilion County
State’s Attorney David Tanner
acknowledged Rhonda Stephenson’s cooperation with authorities, but said the nature of the
charge required that bond be set.
He requested the figure of $75,000.
Associate Circuit Judge Gordon
Stipp agreed, and set her bond in
that amount.
Rhonda Stephenson was released
Tuesday afternoon after her parents
posted the necessary $7,500. She is
scheduled to appear in court Oct. 9
for a hearing.

enough input in it.
“It seems to me since its more
than an inconvenience to some
faculty members we should know
why the decision, who made the
decision and what was the problem it was solving,” Nordin said.
Not all departments have negative things to say about the new
system, however. English
Department Chair Dana Ringuette
said he has not received any com-

plaints about it.
For faculty members who are
dissatisfied, Rose said mail can be
picked up after it has been sorted,
which is usually done by about 2
p.m. It can be picked up from the
mail services office, which is in
the located Central Storage
Building west of the stadium. She
said she also notifies faculty
members who receive express or
other “sensitive” mail.

Wandling said the distance of
the mail services offices makes it
inconvenient for faculty and staff,
including himself, to interrupt
their work day to pick up their
mail.
Rose said no on-campus mail is
delivered to departments on the
same day it arrives, although she
said she has begun looking into a
courier service some other universities use to deliver mail.

from page one

students as adults.”
“What the university is saying with its actions
is that students are children.” Veltman said. “I
feel that this would be demeaning.”
The senate appointed six new senate members.
Mark Ahern, a senior finance major; Brandon
Cronk, sophomore speech pathology; Mike
Hanson, a marketing/finance double major;
Patrick Kennell, a senior political science major,

MAIL

He complained that administrators have too zealously
embraced corporate business
practices, treating “students as
consumers and education as the
product.” He said the interim
agreement moves toward meeting teachers’ concerns.
Although SIU’s 758 tenured
and tenure-track educators have
been able to join a chapter of the
Illinois Education Association
for nine years, it was only in
November that they voted to
become a collective bargaining
unit.
The decision came eight years
after union organizers scrapped
plans for collective bargaining
after a nasty dispute over
whether department chairs
should be included in the bargaining unit.
The current union allows
department chairmen as members, but does not afford them a
vote on contract decisions
because they have not opted to
join the bargaining unit.

bill sweeps House

from page one

Rose said.
The decision to change the system was made because of the
$450 caller service fee charged to
Eastern by the post office. That
sparked a cost study which found
Eastern spent about $12,945
annually from five round trips to
and from the post office each day,
which translates into about two
and a half man hours a day.
“The decision was made to

change the schedule strictly on
the cost savings,” Rose said.
Rose said she has received
about three complaints regarding
the new mail system. However,
Faculty Senate member Hal
Nordin said he personally had
received a few complaints about
the new system.
Nordin said he believes one of
the problems with the system was
faculty members did not have
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Eastern to improve
‘a lot’ by fall 1998
Plans underway
to build and add
parking lots
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor

IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer

Sleeping Beauty
Jalain Onsgard, a senior theater major, enjoys a peaceful nap while lounging on a sofa Wednesday afternoon in the Ford Hall lobby.

Special volunteers needed to be buddies
By JEROME GRAHAM
Staff writer
The 14th annual Special
Olympics Family Festival is
seeking Eastern students to
volunteer Saturday to assist
participants throughout the
day.
D av i d
Horn,
Special
Olympics chairman, said the
festival has attracted numerous
volunteers from Eastern in the
past.

“Eastern Illinois University
has provided a lot of volunteers
in the past and he was hoping
the school would do the same
this year,” Horn said.
Special Olympics is from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday at Lake
Land College in Mattoon and is
sponsored by Consolidated
Communications.
Horn said the main job of
t h e vo l u n t e e r s i s t o b e a
“Friend-for-a-Day.” Each volunteer is assigned to an

Olympian for the day and helps
the person to and from their
events, to stage shows, picture
booths and is there to cheer
them on during their events.
“The biggest concerns for
the events is whether the event
will have enough “Friends-ForA - D a y ” vo l u n t e e r s f o r e a c h
Olympian,” Horn said.
Horn said all the events are
non-competitive and the festival is expected to draw a large
crowd.

Plans are underway to add a
new parking lot to campus and
make an addition to another,
with work expected to be completed by fall 1998.
The new lot will be located on
the north side of Hayes Avenue
on two recently purchased lots.
The other work would be an
addition to the Buzzard Hall lot
on the west side of Ninth Street.
Demolition work is expected
to begin in the fall of 1997, and
the lots should be opened by
summer or fall 1998, said Steve
Shrake, an architect and
Americans with Disabilities Act
coordinator for Facilities,
Planning and Management.
The Hayes lot would house
about 50 parking spaces and
about 35 to 40 would be added
to the Buzzard lot, Shrake said.
Shrake said the new lots
stemmed from a demand for
more parking spots from faculty
and staff. Director of Facilities,
Planning and Management Ted
Weidner said it has not been
decided yet whether the lots will
house student or staff parking.
“I think there was a survey ...

done across campus that identified parking as something everybody wanted or needed,” Shrake
said.
The cost for the construction
is estimated at $100,000 to
$120,000, but Shrake said those
numbers could vary based on
bids received and other issues.
Weidner said the money will
come from the parking account,
which consists of money from
parking fines and permits.
The planning funds for the
work have been approved, but
the actual money for construction has not, Shrake said.
Shrake said demolition is
going to be done this fall “for
sure,” and the university may
build a temporary rock parking
lot on the Hayes property.
There also have been a number of other parking lot improvement projects over the summer,
Shrake said.
Shrake said a new access road
was added to the University
Apartments parking lot, which
will allow the parking lot to be
repaired in the future. The university also rebuilt the X-lot,
which Shrake said had been getting cracks because of the foundation it was built on.
Most of the repair work was
done over the summer, although
Shrake said some other landscaping projects in areas adjacent to the parking lot will not
be complete until around
October.

CUPB to address Eastern’s planning cycle, strategic plan
By DEANA POOLE
Administration editor
Changes in the university’s planning
cycle will be discussed Friday by members
of the Council on University Planning and
Budget.
The CUPB’s first meeting of 1997-98
academic year will be held from 3 to 5 p.m.
Friday in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
James Tidwell, CUPB vice chair, said the
university plan deals with Eastern’s new
planning cycle and Eastern’s President
David Jorns will explain the changes constituents will have to follow. The CUPB

“

My assumption is because of the summer, the ability to get feedback was
hindered.”
– Jill Nelsen,
Special assistant to President David Jorns

also will review the university’s fiscal year
1997 budget.
“We will have a report on how the planning dollars that we funded last year was in
fact spent,” Tidwell said.
He said members also will overview
Eastern’s fiscal year 1998 appropriated and
bond budgets.
Tidwell also said the council will elect a

new executive committee and a budget
transfer subcommittee for the 1997-97 academic year.
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to the president, said CUPB members also will discuss
the university’s strategic plan.
A CUPB subcommittee, who is responsible for revising the plan, presented a second
draft of the strategic plan during the CUPB
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meeting in May. Members were asked to
get feedback from faculty and staff members.
“My assumption is because of the summer, the ability to get feedback was hindered,” Nilsen said.
She said depending on the discussion at
Friday’s meeting, members may delay voting on the strategic plan until their October
meeting.
Eastern’s strategic plan is a list of goals
and objectives the university will complete
by the year 2000.
The final draft of the strategic plan originally was scheduled to be submitted to the
Board of Trustees for approval in October.
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HBO in dorms offers
a rare glimpse of a
start-to-finish project

P

art of campus life at Eastern is characterized
by students forking over thousands of dollars
for future building and technology improvements, many of which won’t happen until years
after they graduate. So it’s refreshing to see that
the cable movie channel HBO will soon be
hooked up to the residence halls – only one
semester after the idea was first kicked around.
The Residence Hall Association began its
homework in February
on implementing a movie
channel, assessing costs
and surveying students
on what channel they would prefer. RHA members worked to get the plan approved by the
Housing Office later in the spring semester, and
Bill Schnackel, director of university housing
and dining services, negotiated the contract with
TCI of Illinois, the cable-TV company that
serves Eastern.
The original plan was to have HBO-ready residence halls by the time students came back for
the fall semester, but Schnackel had to rework
the contract after another company bought out
TCI.
In the popular cynical view of Eastern’s
bureaucracy, such news would likely have students regard HBO as another of our future campus improvements, which our children, with a little luck, might have the opportunity to enjoy.
But the setback proved to cost the residence
halls only a five- or six-week delay, and students
should not mind, knowing they are sure to get the
HBO connection. The target date is Oct. 1.
In a time when Eastern looks like a top-notch
state university on paper, replete with Internet
hookups in residence-hall rooms and ample parking, it’s good to witness the entire process of an
idea becoming an actuality during our tenure
here.
In the spring, students will begin paying an
extra $50 a semester for the series of campus
improvement projects they approved in a referendum last year. The $9,000 mountain-climbing
machine brought in last week to the Student
Recreation Center is the first significantly tangible example of the improvements – and perhaps
the only one seniors will see.
The RHA effectively pursued the addition of
HBO in the residence halls, and the comparatively quick results are relieving.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

Life admits not of delays; when
pleasure can be had, it is fit to catch it.
– Samuel Johnson,
English writer (1709-84)
L e t

y o u r

v o i c e

b e

L

ast Saturday, Kate Shindle was
crowned Miss America 1997.
An Associated Press article in
Monday’s edition of The Daily
Eastern News stated that the 5’11’’
Shindle “lost 10 to 12 pounds after
winning the local pageant and then
five more after winning the state JACKIE McGRATH
crown, dropping to 145.”
Regular columnist
Was this to better market herself
in the newly permitted two piece
during the swimsuit competition?
And why did I even need to
know that?
According to Dr. Mary Pipher, the author of Reviving
Ophelia, “The standards of beauty are more stringent .... Miss
Americas have become taller and slimmer over the years ....”
From where are these standards of beauty derived?
I don’t have a problem with the Miss America pageant. It’s
empowering for women to make use of their talents and
speaking skills to earn hundreds of thousands of dollars in
scholarship money.
But why did I need to know how much that woman
weighs? And is it by virtue of her dieting success that she
won that competition?
I live in Carman Hall, and my room is strategically located
near the lone full-length mirror on my floor. From this vantage, I am privy to the comments and actions of the residents
before they go out for the night.
Inevitably, a beautiful, strong 18-year-old will turn before
that mirror. She’ll pinch her “fat,” exuding self loathing
because of her image.
Such behavior horrifies me – but is it any wonder that it
happens when we are constantly bombarded by media-generated images of what a woman’s body should look like?
I came across some sobering statistics attributed to author
Naomi Wolf in The beauty myth.
■ Female models today weigh 23 percent less than the average American woman.
■ The average model, dancer or actress weighs less or looks
thinner than 95 percent of the female population in the United
States.
Why do we allow – and why do we purchase – magazines,
advertisements and products that persist with such distorted

Consult this: Perhaps
we can see something
in return for our money
To the editor:
So, a consultant is to examine
options for the proposed food court
(“Consultant to examine food
options,” Sept. 15). Here’s an idea:
Perhaps the consultant can examine
ways in which the students may actually receive something in return for
their $1 million investment.
“Infuriating” does not begin to
describe the novel proposition that
students should fork over seven digits
worth of money for which they will
receive nothing in return but a shorter
walk to grease-laden fast food and an
opportunity to fatten the wallets of
h e a r d .

E - m a i l

imagery?
According to an article in the
“Take a stand
May 13, 1991, Newsweek titled
“All-Consuming Passion”:
and try to value
■ Eighty percent of American
something
females have dieted by the age of
less superficial
18.
than how much
■ Eleven percent of high school
seniors have an eating disorder.
Miss America
■ Nine of 10 bulimics are women.
weighs this year.” ■ Nine of 10 sufferers of anorexia
are female.
What is it in our society that has
culturally conditioned women to hate their bodies enough to
punish them so viciously?
Pipher says women value thinness and idealized beauty
because it is often the defining characteristic for social success.
Women, I think we’ve bought into this garbage long
enough. If we let our appearance determine our social success
and navigate our relationships with other people, then we are
devaluing ourselves.
We need to stop looking into the mirror to decide what we
seem like; we need to start recognizing what we actually are.
Our bodies are for function, not form. We shouldn’t wonder how much Shindle weighs – we should be fascinated by
how high her Northwestern University grade-point average is.
The next time you look in a full-length mirror, try not to
judge yourself so harshly. The next time you observe another
woman walking down the street, stop yourself from making a
comparison.
Don’t put yourself through the gauntlet of the meat market
at Stu’s or Mom’s. Don’t exercise obsessively, or prohibit
yourself from ordering pizza.
What I ask is hard – I can’t even do it myself. But something needs to change.
Our social values are misguided – and none more than
women’s obsessions with our bodies and appearances. Take a
stand and try to value something less superficial than how
much Miss America weighs this year.
– Jackie McGrath is a senior English major and a semimonthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail
address is cujm20@pen.eiu.edu.

your turn
entrepreneurs.
Fronting this massive amount of
investment capital is a tall order, to be
sure. Banks and investors receive
comfortable fees and dividends for
this type of service. Should the student body expect or receive anything
less? When we approved that flawed
“all-or-nothing” multi-point referendum last year, did we expect that at
least $1 million of our money would
be used to financially benefit several
parties, not one of which is the student body?
It used to be that those who wish to
sell a product or service to consumers
would bear the cost of providing the
facilities for such an endeavor.
u s

a t

Apparently, Eastern’s new motto is
“Build it and they will come.”

Brian Patrick
senior political science major

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, telephone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
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RSOs get chance to gain funds Poet teaches culture

By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor

Student Government’s Apportionment Board is hosting an
informational meeting tonight for
Recognized Student Organizations who are interested in receiving funding for events during the
1998 fiscal year.
The meeting will begin at 5
p.m. tonight in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The meeting is part of a bylaw
addition that was approved by the
Apportionment Board last year.
The bylaw addition makes it possible for student groups to receive
funding for activities from the
AB, said Steve Zielinski, student
vice president for financial
affairs.
To receive this funding, RSOs
must send at least two members
to the meeting, and at least one of
these members must be an executive member. RSOs will not be

able to receive funding for the
next fiscal year if they don’t
attend tonight’s meeting.
The meeting will show student
groups how to budget and make
proposals to the AB, Zielinksi
said. Tom Ryan, University Board
chair, will give a presentation on
how to plan ahead for activities.
Zielinski said requests for
activity funding must be turned in
by the third week of October.
RSOs must meet certain
requirements to receive AB funding. The proposed activity must
be open to all Eastern students,
and funds won’t be provided for
field trips or conferences for the
group.
The event must be relative to
the mission statement of the RSO
and take place on university property.
Events with an established
funding process, like Greek Week
or Miss Black EIU, will not
receive funding for the AB.
Zielinksi said that RSO event

funding shouldn’t take away from
the existing fee-funded boards.
“This is by no means saying
that our traditional fee funded
boards are not doing their jobs,”
Zielinski said. “It does not mean
that their budgets will be dramatically cut to make room for the
RSO funding account.
“We believe in our individual
campus groups, and have faith in
them to provide something to our
students that has been missing in
the past.”
In the past, student groups that
wanted to receive funding for a
program would have to ask
Student Senate, Zielinski said.
However, the senate greatly
reduced its operating budget last
year, and may be unable to provide extra funds for an RSO
activity, he said.
The AB allocates student activity fee money to the Student
Senate, the Division of Sports and
Recreation, University Board,
Dramatic Performances and itself.

By JEFFREY PRICE
Staff writer
Students can learn about culture,
diversity and other social issues
through comical poetry tonight in
the works of Amy Freeman.
“Feel the Poetry of Amy
Freeman” will begin at 9 p.m. in
the Rathskellar, located in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Jason Royal, coordinator of the
event, said people should hear her
works because she’s not like traditional speakers.
“This is new for people because
not a lot of them listen to poetry,”
Royal said.
“It will be different and she will
interact with students.”
Freeman is a speaker that takes
on a persona to portray different
types of people in the world, a
press release said. Through her
persona, she teaches listeners
about lessions of her life as an

A f r i c a n American
woman.
Freeman earned
her
masters
degree in architectural engineering and is
Amy Freeman presently the
Director
of
Human and Cultural Diversity at
Pennsylvania State University.
In 1993, she received recognition
for her contribution to AfricanAmericans in Pennsylvania from
the state’s historical and museum
commission.
Freeman has published “A
Collection of Paper Ducks,” which
is her first book of poetry and
thoughts. Her latest book,
“Cache,” is similar to her first
book.
Admission is $1 for students
with an ID and $3 for non-students, staff and faculty. Free popcorn and soda will be served.

Last Chance Deal ...

Only $19.00
Rent til May 98
Free Delivery
1-800-811-1953

The Daily
Eastern News
is your door
to the EIU
community
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Crash kills 12 people in Bosnia
PROKOSKO,
BosniaHerzegovina (AP) – A U.N. helicopter slammed into a fogshrouded mountain in central
Bosnia and burst into flames
Wednesday, killing a top international envoy, five Americans and
six others in the worst accident
to hit the peacekeeping effort in
Bosnia.
Those killed included German
envoy Gerd Wagner, a deputy to
top peace mediator Carlos
Westendorp, and British diplomat Charles Morpeth. The others
who died were not named pending notification of next of kin.

Four Ukrainian crew members
of the U.N. helicopter – an Mi-8
leased from Ukraine – survived
the crash, two of them with light
injuries, German Foreign
Minister Klaus Kinkel said.
The crew managed to escape
through the shattered glass nose
of the craft but was hindered
from helping passengers because
of fire and thick smoke.
Wagner and his delegation,
which included members from
Westendorp’s office as well as
U.N. employees believed to be
police monitors, left Sarajevo for
Bugojno ( pronounced BOO-

goy-no) this morning, said
Alexander Ivanko, a U.N.
spokesman in Sarajevo.
According to one Ukranian
crew member, the weather was
fine when they left Sarajevo, but
they encountered “dense fog”
west of Fojnica, 20 miles east of
Bugojno, said U.N. spokesman
Liam McDowall. When the pilot
attempted to gain altitude, the
helicopter crashed into the
mountain and burst into flames,
McDowall said.
Foul play is not suspected in
the crash but an investigation
was underway.

Advertising
Representatives
Needed
Call 581-2812

Clinton rejects ban on land mines
WASHINGTON (AP) – Stirring worldwide
criticism, President Clinton rejected a ban on
land mines that was endorsed Wednesday by 89
countries. He said the accord would jeopardize
“the safety and security of our men in uniform.”
Bristling at suggestions that the United States
was blocking a global ban, the president said he
was willing to bless a limited prohibition, but
added, “there is a line that I simply cannot cross.”
“No one should expect our people to expose
our armed forces to unacceptable risks,” he said.
Clinton announced his decision shortly after

The Daily

Eastern News

representatives of the 89 nations rejected U.S.
demands for changes and accepted the text of a
land mine treaty. Representatives of an additional
20 countries were in Oslo, Norway, for the talks
as observers, but without voting rights.
The text calls for a total ban on production,
export and use of anti-personnel mines. The
countries are expected to formally accept the
draft text Thursday, and supporters hope the actual treaty will be signed in Ottawa in December.
Land mines kill or maim more than 25,000
people every year.

The Link Between The World and You

The Ladies of

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Invite

DJ Andy Miles Says Advertise
on the square

“ Drink $11.50
Rail Drinks “

Food Buffet At Noon

You to an

Informational Party
at our Chapter House
in Greek Court

with

The Daily
EasternNews

Thursday Sept.18
From 8:00-9:00pm
For Rides or information
Call Nicole at 581-8153 or
Julie at 581-8211

. . .

Back to school SALE
Thursday, Friday, Saturday; September 17 , 18 , & 19
th

w/ fries

th

I
E P LS

Russell Sweatpants

1/2

off

One Group Eastern
T-shirts

5

$ 00

Reg. $950

Reg. $20
Now $10

Russell Sweatshirts

One Group
Eastern
Sweatshirts

20% OFF

14

$

00

Regular $2200

WE ARE A “RUSSELL” OUTLET STORE. THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN!

349

150 Bottles

R

B

NE

A F IN

th

Lunch Special: Chicken Fajita Wrap

EER

Tonite $1 Cheese Fries
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Left: Mike Brands, a
senior speech communication major, works
his arms with some
bench curls Sunday
afternoon in the
Student Recreation
Center.
Below: Chad White, a
senior physical education major, curls dumbells in the Student
Recreation Center.

We’re
going to
pump
you up
A student steps
through double doors
and is led into a cool,
breezy area he isn’t too
familiar with. He hears a
giant television blaring,
featuring the Packers and
Dolphins game.
In one area there are three or four guys
playing basketball. In another, there are a
handful of males whose faces turn red as
their muscles strain under the heavy
weights. As he climbs the stairs, he sees
several students riding stationary bicycles or using various weight machines.
The place is the Student Recreation
Center, one of the busiest places on campus. This student’s first visit is typical of
someone interested in toning up and getting fit.
A revolution of people trying to stay
healthy and fit is starting. Nearly half of

all adults are engaged in some
running, swimming, playing basketball
tests taken in
kind of fitness exercise program.
or even a simple game of tennis are good physical eduBut what drives a person to work
ways to improve fitness.
cation to meaout? Well, George McGlynn’s
Even for those who play sports, staysure strength,
book, “Dynamics of Fitness,”
ing fit is a good way to improve the psypower,
gives 10 possible reasons.
chological outlook and be mentally fit
endurance and
Some of the reasons include
for the sport they play.
agility; and
improving psychological function“I think being physically fit and menhealth-related
ing, appearance, reduced stress
tally fit is very much related,” said Chad
fitness, which
and the reduction of naturally and
Pendy, a senior hospitality major. “I
concerns those
induced fatigue and relaxation.
think in my mind it helps me concenaspects of
David Myerscough, a senior
trate. As of this state, if you do anything
physical and
industrial technology major, has
for a long period of time at a regular rate, psychological
been working out for more than 10 it becomes kind of an addiction.” Pendy
makeup.
years, and said he continues to
has been steadily working out for two
Most people
exercise because “it helps me build years.
are concerned
confidence and feel better about
According to McGlynn’s book, there
with healthmyself.”
are two kinds of fitness. These are perrelated fitness,
According to McGlynn’s book,
formance-related fitness, which includes
McGlynn’s
exercise
book says. The four points of this
can balance
kind of fitness necessary for one to
or stabilize the
lead a healthy life are: cardiovasphysiological
cular efficiency, muscle strength
consequences of
and endurance, body composition
emotional stress.
and flexibility.
There is evidence
Taking care of your body after
of alterations in
working out is just as important as
hormones, neurothe workout itself.
transmitters and
“I eat right now which is a big
other body chemthing. In the past two years or so, I
istry that helps
have been converting over to low
the body better
fat, mostly for staying in good
adapt to stressful
condition,” Pendy said. “Overall, I
situations.
think as you get older, it’s more of
Exercise also
your diet that you need to incorpocan help build
rate, because you can work out as
confidence,
much as you want and it’s not
improve one’s
going to do any good for you if
self-image, take
you don’t eat right.”
away anxiety,
This proves that while most men
reduce stress and
out there are working out to
enlighten one’s
improve their overall appearance
psychological
and impress the girl they sit next to
functioning,
in history or science class, there
McGlynn says in
are some men who do take it a bit
his book.
more seriously and use their workThere also are
outs as a way for them to stay
numerous ways to
mentally and physically fit.
pump yourself up
Story by Kristopher Jones
Marcus Carter, a sophomore business major, does an incline lift in the
besides lifting
Photos by Colin Lanning
weights. Jogging, Student Recreation Center.
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

Personals

Announcements

Announcements

BALLET- TAP- JAZZ- & Modern
Dance classes. Come dance with
us! Jacqueline Bennett Dance
Center 345-7182.
_______________________9/19
YOGA/STRETCH
CLASS
Jacqueline Bennett Dance Center
345-7182.
_______________________9/19
RUSHED FOR TIME-NEED
HELP WITH YOUR LAUNDRY.
BYRD’S LAUNDRY. 10th and
Lincoln does wash and fold laundry for .55 lb. Attendant on duty
7-3 Mon.-Fri. Drop off drycleaning
ser vice available. Press only
Service.
_______________________9/19
CREATIVE MEMORIES CONSULTANT ON CAMPUS DAILY.
Photosafe albums and supplies.
Available for Home Classes,
Workshops, and group presentations. Call Richelle 345-6293.
_______________________9/18

BRIAN’S PLACE. HELP WANTED. PART TIME DJ. Experience
preferred. Apply in person. 2100
Broadway, Mattoon 234-4151.
______________________ 9/23
WANTED: Energetic, enthusiastic, individuals who want to take
charge of their future. Only those
interested in making serious
money need apply. For details,
see us at STIX Meeting room, 7
p.m. Thursday, September 18.
This is a ground floor opportunity.
_______________________9/18
HOMEMAKER
SERVICES.
Positions available for in home
care, 7 days per week-late
evenings. To inquire phone 3458008 or 345-8009 M-F 8:30-4:30.
_______________________9/19
CELLULAR ONE PART TIME
SALES REPRESENTATIVE to
start immediately. Must be able to
work flexible hours. Retail sales
experience desired. Hourly rate
plus commission. Please send
resume to: Cellular One of
Charleston Attn. Tami Limes 632
W. Lincoln Charleston, IL 61920.
Equal Oppor tunity Employer.
Please call 1-800-365-2351.
_______________________9/19
RESIDENTIAL CHILD CARE
STAFF POSITIONS:Mooseheart
Child City and School, Inc. located 40 miles west of Chicago, is
seeking individuals or couples to
live in our campus homes to nurture and provide guidance to children newborns to high school
age. Please call 1-888-755-2680
for a detailed recorded message
24 hours a day or stop by our
booth at the job fair.
_______________________9/22
STAFF NEEDED FOR A LARGE
24-HOUR RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM WHICH PROVIDES SERVICES to adults and children with
developmental
disabilities.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible scheduling also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provided. Applications may be obtained
at CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston, IL 61920
E.O.E.
_______________________9/30
OWN LOTS OF CASH and travel
free. Student reps wanted. Call
now to get an early start and earn
a fat check before Christmas.
800-657-4048.
_______________________9/18

A VERY SPECIAL APARTMENT
available immediately. Hardwood
floors, lots of space, quiet. Call
581-7392 or 398-2873.
_______________________9/19
ROOM FOR RENT in beautiful
furnished house. $195 a month &
utilities. 345-8601 Ask for Sarah.
_______________________10/1
2 BEDROOM HOUSE FULLY
FURNISHED. FENCED IN YARD
1 car garage. washer and dryer
hook up in basement for more
info. call Unique Homes
Properties 345-5022.
_______________________9/19

THERESA WAGNER & ANGELA
GIORGI OF ALPHA PHI- through
the past 5 years, I’ve always considered you as my sisters. Now
it’s for real! Alpha Phi love &
mine, Karalyn.
_______________________9/18
CORTNEY SHANE IS 21 ON
THIS FINE DAY. If you see her
out tonight buy her a soda or
something...God knows she can’t
handle the good stuff. Love ya
kiddo!
_______________________9/18
ANGELA GIORGI OF ALPHA
PHI Congratulations on pledging
Alpha Phi! Look forward to a
great year! I’m so glad that I got
such an awesome girl as my linker! Alpha Phi love & mine,
Johanna.
_______________________9/18
LAURIE BOZENDA OF ALPHA
PHI. Good luck on pledging! Have
fun at your lock-in Friday. Go
Provi! Your Ivy Linker, Karalyn.
_______________________9/18
LISA RUSS OF ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA, Congratulations on
becoming part of our house! Love
Momma Krissie.
_______________________9/18
JENNY FABER- Congrats on
pledging Alpha Phi. I’m so happy
you’re my linker. Get excited for a
fun weekend. Love your linker,
Miki.
_______________________9/18
THEREASA WAGNER OF
ALPHA PHI, Congratulations on
pledging alpha phi. You make a
great addition to our house. Love,
Lagoni.
_______________________9/18

MAKE UP TO $2000 IN ONE
WEEK! MOTIVATED STUDENT
GROUPS
(FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES, ETC.) NEEDED
FOR MARKETING PROJECT.
CALL DENNIS AT 1-800-3579009.
_______________________10/1
DIET LOSE UP TO 30 LBS IN 30
DAYS. Programs start at $30.
MAGIC. Call 630-536-5260.
_______________________9/19
WELCOME TO DELTA ZETA
NEW PLEDGES. Your house
mom, Lisa.
_______________________9/18

SIGN UP NOW FOR CAKE DECORATING CLASSES. Space limited. Call 345-9308.
_______________________9/19
FRI. & SAT. 9/19- 9/20 FROM 7
a.m. - 7 p.m. both days. At: Boats
Plus Inc., 207 Monroe St.,
Charleston, Il. Some guns, coins,
and knives. Lots of jeans, jeans,
and more jeans! Tvs, other articles of clothing, furniture, all sorts
of household goods, and a computer. Veh parts, cleaners, and
lots, lots more. (All inside come
rain or shine.)
_______________________9/19

Help Wanted
CHRISTMAS IS COMING-Need
extra money? Sell Avon. Call 3454197 or 235-1544.
_______________________9/24
LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME
JOB? Our organization is looking
for a Janitor to work 3-7, M-F.
Qualified applicant must be
dependable and able to work with
out supervision and have equivalent of H.S. dip/G.E.D. Apply in
person at 521 7th St. Charleston.
_______________________12/5
PART TIME PIANO INSTRUCTOR NEEDED. Sound Source
Music. 258-8919. Ask for Mike.
________________________5/5
FARM HELP EXPERIENCE.
PREFERRED call after & leave
message. 348-8906.
_______________________9/22
OUR ORGANIZATION IS SEEKING dedicated, hard working, and
caring individuals to work with
Developmental Disabilities in residential Cila setting. Quality applicant must have a H.S. diploma or
GED. FT & PT positions available-evenings, midnights, and
weekend shifts. Apply in person
at 1118 6th St. Charleston. M-F
between the hrs of 7 & 3 or call
Stacey at 345-2271.
_______________________9/19
BRIAN’S PLACE NIGHT CLUB
AND SPORTS BAR. Help wanted
for security and waitress. Apply in
person 2100 Broadway Mattoon.
234-4151.
_______________________9/19
PART TIME FARM HELP NEEDED FOR OCTOBER. Need truck
license. Call 348-0037.
_______________________9/23
CHARLESTON DAIRY QUEEN
now taking applications for lunch
hour position. Apply after 1 p.m.
_______________________9/24

For Rent
1 BR. OPEN IN rental house, 4
blks from Old Main. W/D,
$200/mo. negotiable plus share
utilities. Call 348-6782 or 8573794
_______________________9/22

For Sale
1986 FORD ESCORT 68,000
miles. Good condition. $1000
581-8003 ask for Ben.
_______________________9/19
IBANEZ GUITAR, LOCKDOWNS,
WHAMMYBAR, CARRYING
CASE AND CORD. Crate amp.
GX-40C. $500 O.B.O. Will sell
separate. Call 581-3088.
_______________________9/18
TREK BIKE, Forest green, like
new! $200 OBO. Call 348-7062.
Great offer!
_______________________9/19
‘82 YAMAHA VERGO 750, Black,
garaged, great condition. $1500
O.B.O. Must see! Contact Rob
345-4543.
_______________________9/22

Lost & Found
FOUND on sidewalk between
Lumpkin & Coleman, 2 hearing
aids. Inquire in Lumpkin 112.
_______________________9/22

Personals
LEANN HAMILTON, LISA NONNEMAN, CHRISTINA RICCI AND
ERIN WESLEY OF ASA, Thank
you for serving the house as rush
assistants. You all did a great job.
Love, Your ASA sisters.
_______________________9/18
JEN GALLOVITCH congratulations on pledging ASA. I know
you’ll love it. Love, Steph.
_______________________9/18
ALPHAS- YOU GIRLS ARE THE
BEST! Thanks for being such
sweeties. Alpha love, Transfer
Karen.
_______________________9/18
HEATHER MONGE- Welcome to
ASA. You are the best! Alpha
love, Karen.
_______________________9/18
MELISSA MAKI- I’m so happy
you’re an Alpha Phi! You’re the
greatest lil’ linker! A-phi love,
Kathy.
_______________________9/18

Announcements
$CASH
FOR
COLLEGE$
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAIL. FROM PRIVATE AND
PUBLIC SECTOR. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY!!! FOR INFO: 1800-532-8890
_______________________9/30
ATTENTION: SAVE BIG $$$.
Students get your 1997 merchant
coupon book and save over $750!
Cash now available at Tokens for
a limited time $30!
_______________________9/30
THE FUNK PHENOMENON, DJ.
JULIEN RETURNS W/ DOUBLE
ALBUM RELEASE. Sr 3 &
Mother’s Superhits. On sale at
4th Street Records. Album
release party at Mother’s Friday
night! Free album giveaway!
Sponsored by Subway &
Mother’s.
_______________________9/19
GAMMA PHI PI FELLOWSHIP
DINNER on Sunday, Sept. 21st, 6
p.m. at the Cultural Center. $3.50.
All are invited.
_______________________9/18

campus clips
BETA ALPHA PSI Social event today at 6 p.m. at Charleston Putt n’
Swing and 7 p.m. at Monicals.
ROTC Lab today at 3 p.m. at the Archery Mound. Uniform is BDU,
boots and soft cap. Rain location will be McAfee Gym.
THE SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT Meeting today
at 7:30 p.m. in 313 Coleman Hall. Book summaries and discussions.
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOC. Meeting today at 8:30 p.m.
at the Afro-American Culture Center. All majors welcomed. Come prepared to think.
FAITH MULTICULTURAL/PEER MINISTRIES Bible Study today at 7
p.m. at Wesley Foundation.
WRITING CENTER Writing competency workshop Monday Sept. 22
from 4-6 p.m. at Coleman Hall Rm. 310. Worried about the writing competency test? Come to the workshop. Call 581-5929.
RHA Meeting today at 5 p.m. at Thomas Hall.
MTEA Meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Kansas Room. Bring a friend. Mr.
Quest will be the guest speaker discussing admission to teacher education and student teaching. More info call Ralph at 348-6234.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Daily mass at 12:05 p.m. Newman
Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation today
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. at Newman Chapel.
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION Family Fun Festival. Going
to Family Fun Festival? Do you need a ride? Do you have a car? Be at
International House at 7:45 a.m. Saturday September 20, 1997.
APO Executive meeting today at 8 p.m. in the office.
BUDDHIST MEDITATION today from 6:30-7:30 at Newman Center
Chapel.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT Meeting today
at 6:30 p.m. at Lumpkin Hall 239. New members welcome.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON Meeting today at 5:30 p.m. for all officers and 6
p.m. for all members in Coleman Hall Rm. 221. All must attend. All faculty are invited to attend.
LIFESTYLES Meeting today at 6 p.m. in Lawson Lobby.
APO Service meeting today at 6:45 p.m. at the office.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA Meeting today at 6 p.m. in Lantz Building Rm
168. All health studies majors and minors welcome.
BETA PHI PI Informational today at 7 p.m. at the African-American
Cultural Center. Please be prompt.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

Phone:__________________Student

❏ Yes ❏ No

Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Need Money? Sell your wanted items in the Daily Eastern News Classifieds.
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Female kicker sues university, coach Rodman’s new deal rejected
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) – A woman kicker who
was trying to become the first female to play
Division I football is suing Duke University and
coach Fred Goldsmith, contending she never got a
fair chance.
Heather Sue Mercer, a freshman walk-on from
Yorktown Heights, N.Y., filed a sex-discrimination
lawsuit Tuesday over her failed bid in 1995.
She kicked the winning 28-yard field goal in the
team’s spring scrimmage in 1995 but was left off the
team once Goldsmith pared his roster that summer.
The lawsuit hinges on Goldsmith’s comments
after the game in which Mercer was carried off the
field on her teammates’ shoulders.
Afterward, the coach said she had made the team.
“I shouldn’t have said it,” Goldsmith said after
changing his mind during summer preseason training. “I was carried away at the time.”
A third-team all-state kicker in high school,
Mercer was allowed to practice with Duke’s other
five kickers. Mercer said then she was neither the
best nor the strongest kicker but still deserved a spot

on the team.
The lawsuit seeking compensatory and punitive
damages alleges Duke violated Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972, which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of gender in educational
programs that receive federal funding. She also filed
claims for breach of contract, negligent misrepresentation and constructive fraud.
Mercer said that unlike every male walk-on, she
was not allowed to dress in a football uniform or to
sit on the sidelines during 1995 home games. She
alleged Goldsmith told her she should “sit in the
stands with (her) boyfriend.”
Mercer was barred from trying out in 1996 or
before this season, the lawsuit said. Any money
Mercer would be awarded because of her lawsuit
would be used to establish a college scholarship
fund for female kickers, her lawyers said.
“The best of these girls deserve the opportunity to
play at the next level,” Mercer said. “Duke denied
me that opportunity. My chance is over, but theirs is
not.”

Free play not allowed, NBA says
CHICAGO (AP) – Basketball
bad boy Dennis Rodman made
the Chicago Bulls an offer that
sounded too good to be true:
They could pay him nothing for
the games he misses for kicking a
cameraman, head-butting a referee or any other inappropriate
antics.
But Rodman’s agent said the
NBA won’t allow the deal. That
leaves the gangly forward known
as the Worm still trying to wriggle into another season with
Michael Jordan and the rest of the
world champs.
The Bulls want Rodman, 36,
and his multicolored hair because
he is a tenacious defender who
has led the league in rebounding

for six seasons in a row.
The problem is that Rodman,
as he loves to tell everyone, is at
times uncontrollable. Like
Bizarro, Superman’s evil double,
Rodman can be the opposite of
the all-American Jordan, whose
clean-cut magnificence has given
the Bulls an enormous worldwide
following.
Rodman was suspended for 14
games last season for kicking a
courtside cameraman, using an
expletive in a live postgame television interview and striking
Milwaukee’s Joe Wolf in the
groin.
The year before, he was suspended for six games for headbutting a referee.

Biologist finds East German athletes still using drugs
LONDON (AP) – The system which
helped turn East Germany into a sports
power still is producing drug cheats, a
German researcher said Wednesday.
Werner Franke, a molecular biologist
who has studied the state-sponsored use of
drugs in East Germany during the 1970s
and 1980s, said many of the people and
methods involved were still active today
around the world.
“They are still out there today – the

SPECIAL

coaches, the physicians, the technology,
the functionaries,’’ he said. “It’s global.’’
“The legacy of the GDR doping system is
the know-how and recognition of what can
be achieved by anabolic steroids and the
application of scientific methods to avoid
detection by controls.’’ Speaking to the
U.K. Sports Council, Franke reported on
his research into files of the Stasi secret
police which detailed the exact doses of
steroids and other performance-enhancing

drugs given to athletes.
Franke said the files show that most, if
not all, of East Germany’s Olympic medal
winners in strength and speed events had
taken drugs.
Of the East German team at the 1980
Olympics in Moscow, he said, “You name
them. They all took drugs. You haven’t
seen a single athlete in a blue GDR shirt
who wasn’t on drugs.’’ Franke said the
doping program was especially designed

for women athletes.
“The female athletes of the GDR took
even more male hormones than the men,’’
he said. “They all took more than Ben
Johnson did.’’ Franke’s evidence is expected to be used in a series of court cases in
Germany. Several former East German
athletes, who claim they took drugs
against their will or without knowing it,
are suing authorities for side effects they
suffered.

from page 12

like that, you wish you could have scored a touchdown.”
Panther head coach Bob Spoo said Larner made a significant attempt to improve his kicking game over the summer.
“He worked in the weight room to get stronger and he
practiced an awful lot,” he said.
Larner has also converted on all his extra point attempts
by going 11-for-11.
Fowle also has come up big this year as he is currently
ranked No. 18 nationally in punting with an average of 42
yards per punt. He is also in second place in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
“We hoped he would be a good kicker, and he’s proven
that,” Spoo said. “He gives us some diversity back there,
kicking it high, far and directionally kick.”
Fowle will have to have every phase of his punting game
going this weekend, as he will have to punt to Illinois State

star returner Marquis Mosely.
On seven punt and kick-off returns, Mosely is averaging
32.8 yards per return, not to mention a 100-yard kick return
for a touchdown.
“We really have to intentionally not give (Mosely) an
opportunity in the kicking game,” Spoo said.
One adjustment Larner will have to make is kicking on
artificial surface for the first time this season.
“I enjoy turf better than grass because certain conditions
like rain can really make it hard to kick on grass,” Larner
said. “Also, you get a better hit on (artificial surface)
because you don’t have to worry about the length of the
grass.”
Larner is impressed with the special teams as a whole so
far this year.
“The special teams this year is better than all the years

that I’ve been here,” he said. “We have a great nucleus of
players who are all set around the motto of Coach Spoo that
special teams sets the tone of the game.”
Larner said the class can only get better because their are
no upperclassmen on the special teams.
“If any game has special teams importance, it’s this one
because our offense and their defense are about the same,”
Fowle said. “Special teams could put one team over the
other.”
Spoo has high expectations for Larner, Fowle and the rest
of the special team members down the road.
“I expect to see continued improvement from them,” he
said. “I would like to see us ranked high in the statistical
categories, (because) that would indicate they had improved
and are productive. I would also like to limit the turnovers
in the kicking game.”
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Harrier teammates run away with awards FANS/rompage/2
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
The men's and women's cross country
teams made a c lean sweep of t he O hi o
Valley Conference Ru nner of the Week
awards as Lady Panthe r Cris ten Conrad
won for the women and Todd Moroney took
it on the men's side.
It is the second week i n a row that
Conrad earned the honor as she shared it
last week with fellow Lady Panther junior
Sue Langer.
'Tm obviously really pleased and it's
really well earned," head cross country
coach John Mcinerney said. "In the early
season both had real good competitive
efforts. I'm happy any time we can grab
.iny of those honors."
Conrad is coming off a week where she

finished third overall at the
Bradley Open with a time
of 18:27. On the other
hand, Moroney took second overall. It is the seco n d ti m e i n t w o years
where Moroney earne d
Runner of the Week after
Cristen Conrad the Bradley Open.
Both per forma nces by
Conrad and Moroney he lped pro pel the
Panther teams to first place finishes.
"I'm pretty excited about it," Moroney
said. "I've had some pretty good times on
that course. I can't complain. we've won
both races so far.'"
The fact that Conrad earned the award
two weeks in a row shocked Mcinerney.
·'T hat kind of surpri sed me a little bit:·
he said. "Cristen. with the way she's been

running. she's looked really solid and I'm pleased
with that.''
Mc lnerney said he is
one half of the men's puzzle.
"(Mo ro ne y) a nd Ryan
Meece are our t wo ma in
Todd Moroney leaders both o n and off the
fie ld," he said. "The re's
nobody t h at outworks
(Moroney)."
Mcinerney is hoping these two awards
are just the beginning of more good things
to come for both teams. as well as the individual runners and Moroney agrees.
" We've been putting in a lot more miles
this year," Moroney said. "I'm hoping this
year I ' II have some good races left come
conference time."

Ali visits hometown, upset by auction of memoirs
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Muhammad Ali
made a sentimental journey to his old high
school Wednesday, reveling in memories but
upset over plans by an auction house to sell
items that the boxing great contends were
taken from him.
Many of Ali 's items will be auctjoned in
Los Angeles next month , and the former
champ wants them back.
"Somebody stole stuff from me." Ali srud
later Wednesday during an Lntemet chat with
fans.
T he cherished personal sou venirs a re
among more than 3,000 items from the boxing great's career that are to go on the block at
Christie 's Los Angeles on Oct. 19. Ali and his
wife, Lonnie, are not involved in the auction

and do not plan to buy anything.
Asked if he wanted some items back for a
museum planned in Louisville to honor rum,
Ali replied, ''I wouldn' t mind but it's nothing
to cry over." Items include his 1960 Golden
Gloves trophy, which could draw at leas t
$30,000, and an Aug. 23, l966-dated lener
Ali wrote to the draft board requesting new
classification.
It was the last letter sent before he refused
induction. That action cost him his boxing
title, got hi m banned from competition and
made him a national hero to some and a draftdodger to others.
There are also items that used to be stored
in his father's home in Louisville that were
sold without Ali 's approval. Those items -

photo albums and trophies - feU into hands of
collectors when they were left when his
father's home was vacated.
·
A spokesman for Christie's in New York
declined to immediately respond to Ali 's
remarks o n Wednesday.
The former heavyweight champion conjured flashes from his past in a seii6mental
return to Central High School, firing jabs at a
young boxer amid cheers from students.
"T his is hi s high school," Central High
School Principal Harold Fenderson said. " He
is excited about being here. He is the greatest
champ of all time."
It was part of Ali's return to his hometown
this week to attend an amateur boxing tournament and tribute named in his honor.

Well . not entirely free, but close
enough.
As Managing Editor Reagan
B r a nham said yesterday, you
pay $37 .55 per semester in athletics fees, which goes towards
the football games and othe r
athletics.
T he cost for a general public
ticket t o a ho me ga me i s $8.
There are five home games this
season. Doing a little math here
... carry the two ... that's in the
neighborhood of $40!
You 're saving a whole $2.45
on the year. So get your money's
worth, go to the games. Of all
the things to do on the weekend,
there aren't many as cheap as
admission to a game.
No one is asking you to paint
yoursel r blue and write out
'coach Spoo' on your chest. I'm
just saying that being an Eastern
student is something we shou ld
take pride in , which inc l udes
watching the games. Boo if you
want to, I expressed my annoyance at the myriad of false starts
and holding penalties over the
last couple of games, but at least
bo6 them from the s tands.
Even I, who have been given
several reasons for thinking bad
about Eastern, still find my way
out to O ' Brien Stadium on those
days or nights that the Panthers
are playing.
After all , Billy and the cheerleaders get kind of lonely out
there by themselves.
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McGwire Senior netter leading conference in four areas
hits 53rd
CHICAGO (AP) – Mark
McGwire hit his 53rd home run
of the season Wednesday – the
most since Roger Maris set the
record of 61 in 1961 – as the St.
Louis Cardinals defeated the
Chicago Cubs 12-9.
McGwire connected leading
off the third inning for his second homer since signing a threeyear, $28.5 million contract with
the Cardinals Tuesday night.
The 53 homers tops his previous
best of 52, which he hit last season with Oakland, and put
McGwire one ahead of Seattle’s
Ken Griffey Jr., who was to play
Wednesday night at Texas.
McGwire needs nine homers
in the Cardinals’ final 11 games
to break the record Maris set on
the final day of the 1961 season.

DAYTON

With the season in full gear, senior netter
Lorri Sommer finds herself near the top in four
different categories of the Ohio Valley
Conference.
She leads the OVC in hit percentage at .333,
ranks second in digs per game (3.59), fourth in
kills per game (3.93) and her 1.07 blocks per
game put her into the No. 4 spot again.
Sommer has also done something extremely
rare, that is reaching the 1,000 digs/1000 kills
club.
She became the first middle hitter, and just
the fifth player in Lady Panther Volleyball history, to surpass 1,000 kills and 1,000 digs.
“It feels really good,” Sommer said. “I didn’t
even know I was that close (to the record).”
Lethal freshman:
When looking at Austin Peay’s roster, the
word freshman appears a lot. In turn, when
looking at the Lady Governors statistical list,
the freshman lead the way in five out of six categories.
Outside hitter Becky Sowinski is the most
deadly, leading the Lady Govs in hitting percentage (.256), kills per game (3.09) and digs

1997
W OMEN ’ S
V OLLEYBALL

TEAM
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Tennessee State
Tennessee Martin
Eastern Illinois
Murray State
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky

right unit to win games.
Overall, McClements said the team is playing well
in most aspects of the game with the only weak spot
being finishing off scoring opportunities.
“Some players have shown strong performances
and the freshmen and sophomore players have provided needed energy of the bench,” McClements
said.
McClements said freshman midfielder Scott
Anderson, sophomore midfielder Gary Shear and
freshman forward Jake Spain have done well of the
bench.
But something is still missing.
“We just need the right combination up front,”
McClements said. “Communication could be better,
we can always improve (communication), but we’ve
got to score goals.”

Kemp, McDyess top prizes for trade
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) – The NBA league meetings are set to begin, and trade-minded general managers are eyeing Shawn Kemp of Seattle and Antonio
McDyess of Denver as the two top prizes.
The 3-day meetings are expected to draw every
coach and general manager from the league’s 29
teams. It is the first time the bi-annual meetings have
been held since 1993 in Palm Desert, Calif., as the
1995 session was canceled because of the lockout.
Among the arrivals Wednesday was Seattle gener-

al manager Wally Walker, who will be one of the
major players in trade talks before everybody heads
home Sunday to get ready for the start of training
camps Oct. 3.
Several teams are trying to swing a trade for
Kemp, the Sonics’ disgruntled All-Star forward.
Kemp, who feels he is underpaid and perceives a lack
of respect from the Seattle organization, stated in
May that he had worn the Sonics uniform for the
final time.

“Feel the Poetry” of

Amy Freeman
Thurs, Sept 18
9pm
$1 - students w/ ID
$3 - general public
In the Rathskeller
Free popcorn and drinks!!!!!!!!
Sponsored By UB Human Potential

Advertise.

Advertise.

Advertise.

1-0
5-1
3-1
1-1
2-5
1-3
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-2

Overall

6-5
9-2
5-6
3-5
4-9
4-7
7-2
5-2
8-4
0-7

per game (3.09).
Laura Mitchell, also an outside hitter, was red
hot for the last two matches. She netted her way
to a .300 hitting percentage by converting 21 of
50 attempts in Austin Peay’s victories over
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State and leads
the team in serving aces with .65 per game.
Anne Glieber rounds out the freshman lineup
by staying atop the assist chart with 10 per

from page 12

McClements will address the team’s biggest problem, the lack of scoring. The Panthers have scored
just three times in five games.
“We haven’t scored goals,” McClements said. “We
need to put a couple away. I think when we try to
prepare that will be our main concern, scoring goals.
Without that, you can’t win games.”
McClements said the team is disappointed by its
loss Sunday to Missouri-Kansas City while both he
and Lauder think the Panthers are anxious for a first
win.
“In order to play at this level, you have to be motivated,” McClements said.
McClements will continue to fine tune his lineup,
looking for the right combination that can put the
ball in the net. He plans on continuing to give
younger players time on the field until he finds the

Conf.

game.
Can we buy a win?
Eastern Kentucky is still anxiously awaiting
win number one. The Lady Colonels are at a
dismal 0-7.
Eastern Kentucky lost two conference matches this weekend. Conference power Austin Peay
walked over the Colonels 3-0, while Tennessee
State allowed them one game, then rolled over
the Lady Colonels 3-1.
The Lady Colonels will face two more conference teams this weekend, Murray State and
Tennessee Martin.
Keep it up:
At 8-4, the Otahkians have the most wins in
the OVC, but that still puts them in the bottom
half of the conference as they have not played
any conference games yet.
Southeast Missouri tromped Arkansas State,
George Washington, East Tennessee State and
St. Louis for the 7-Up/Billiken Invitational
Championship last weekend.
The Othakians will defend their conference
lead as they face Middle Tennessee and
Tennessee Tech this week.
——-compiled by Jason Colet

Track athlete aided
by Nike pull in court
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) – With
the formidable resources of Nike
behind her, Mary Slaney needed
only a two-day hearing to persuade
USA Track and Field that she did
not use performance-enhancing
drugs.
Slaney, who has insisted for
months she is innocent, still
remains ineligible to compete pending a decision by the sport’s
international governing body, the
International Amateur Athletic
Federation.
Slaney wasn’t commenting on
the case Wednesday. Her husband
Richard said she wants a few days
to study the ruling.
But Slaney’s lawyer, Jim
Coleman, said he expects the IAAF
to go along with the U.S. ruling
clearing the most prominent
American women’s distance runner.
“I will be one of the most surprised people in the world if, after
they review what happened, this is

not a closed case,’’ Coleman said.
“It wasn’t a technicality. Mary won
on the merits of her case.’’ Slaney
showed an excessive testosterone
ratio at the U.S. Olympic trials last
year.
The IAAF suspended Slaney in
May, complaining U.S. officials had
dawdled in taking action. The U.S.
federation followed suit and suspended Slaney in June, just before
the U.S. championships.
The IAAF isn’t expected to rule
until late November.
“This is the first case of its kind,
and at this moment, we don’t have a
right interpretation,’’ IAAF spokesman Giorgio Reineri said from the
group’s headquarters in Monte
Carlo, Monaco.
Reineri said USATF has 15 days
to document its decision. The
IAAF’s drug commission can then
make recommendations to the
IAAF council at its meeting in
Monaco on Nov. 23-24.
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Sports

Women’s soccer wins 7-1 at U of I
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor

DREW GRANGER
Staff writer

Not even beer
or money can
attract fans
It’s amazing the level the
Athletic Department has to lower
itself to drum up attendance at the
football games this year.
In order to get students to turn
out for the two home games so far
this season, Eastern Athletics has
turned to beer and bribery.
But, as last Saturday’s mass
exodus during the fourth quarter
shows, football is still just a side
note to most Panther “fans.”
What’s next, raffling off a new
car, an apartment in scenic downtown Charleston, a night of revelry
with the Pink Panthers!
My fellow students, and I say
this with all due respect, you
should be ashamed of yourselves!
You know, there is a reason why
they provide all that scholarship
money to the football program.
There is a reason why the university built a stadium capable of holding 10,500 bodies.
There was a day when Eastern
students supported their team. I
know this because I can see the
alumni returning to this sink-hole
of a podunk town every weekend.
Today’s student is more worried
about the score of the Illinois or
Notre Dame or Florida State game
than they are about the Panthers.
In an age when a Nebraska’s
media guide is doubling as a book
of mug-shots, and seemingly
everyday another school is hit with
sanctions for recruiting violations,
we should be glad to have a team
that only makes the news when
they get blown out by a state rival.
In these days, college football
players are leaving school as soon
as the NFL will let them. But our
Eastern athletes are here for the
duration. And if they’re going to
be here, the least we can do is
actually watch them.
The average attendance for last
year’s home games was 7,262.2
people (no, I don’t know what .2
of a person is, maybe it’s an infant
or something.) This year, the average attendance for an Eastern
home game is 5,630. That’s down
nearly 2,000 spectators from the
year before.
And they didn’t allow tailgating
last year.
The Athletic Department sinks
to the lowest common denominators, alcohol and money, and attendance actually drops. To add insult
to injury, students had the audacity
to complain that they couldn’t
bring full size kegs to the tailgate
area.
I know athletics isn’t for everyone, but what the heck else are you
going to do on a Saturday, study!
It’s not like three hours out of your
day are going to drop your GPA all
that much.
And let’s not forget the most
important thing, IT’S FREE!
See FANS page 10

The Lady Panther soccer team
handed Illinois its first loss of the season in front of more than 800 fans at
the Lady Illini’s home opener Wednesday night. The Panthers won the game
7-1.
The win boosted Eastern’s record to
2-3 and dropped Illinois to 4-1.
After being held scoreless in the
first three games, the Lady Panthers
have now exploded for 12 goals in the
last two matches.
“It was a great game in front of a
great crowd,” Lady Panther head
coach Steve Ballard said. “The girls
rose to the occasion. I think we played
the way that we can.
“We can be an explosive team when
we get it all together.”
At halftime Illinois found itself with
a 2-0 deficit after junior forward Beth
Aussin scored her first two goals of the
season.
The Lady Panthers extended their
lead to 3-0 thanks to a goal from
Heather Ory at the 56:43 mark.
However, Illinois attempted a rally
COLLIN LANNING/Staff photographer
when sophomore Kelly Buskiewicz Tiffannie Bosley, a junior midfielder/defenseman, tries to keep the ball away from a Middle Tennessee
found the back of the net eight minutes player on Sept. 13 at home.
later, to cut the score to 3-1.
Eastern scored the next four goals, two each Heather Ory and senior midfielder/forward inside.”
Shots on goal were also dominated by the
from junior forwards Tracie Strother and Diane Kendra Williamson also helped out on two
goals.
Lady
Panthers, as they won that battle 23-12.
Markus.
“This
team
was
very
inwardly
motivated
“The
girls played outstandingly. We played
Aussin also had three assists in addition to
her two goals, while junior defensive player today,” Ballard said. “I think it’s been growing to our potential,” Ballard said. “We are where

Team gets
kick out of
specialists
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
Freshman Eastern place kicker
John Fowle said his former coach
at Miami emphasized that there
were three phases to the game:
offense, defense and special
teams. Whoever wins two of
those three categories will win the
game.
So far this season, Fowle and
place kicker Chad Larner have
been trying to do their third.
Even though Larner got started
on the wrong foot, missing a field
goal in the season opener. However, after waiting two weeks to
redeem himself, Larner bounced
back against St. Joseph’s and connected on two 26-yard field goals.
“I just want to do anything to
help out the team,” Larner said.
IKUYA KARATA/Staff photographer “When you have close attempts like
Place kicker Chad Larner, kick returner Donnie Davis and punter John Fowle are the three key members of
Eastern’s special teams.
See SPECIAL page 9

Soccer team looks for first win of season at Dayton
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
The men’s soccer team takes a five-game
losing streak into Thursday as they travel to
Dayton to take on the Flyers who enter the
game with a 2-2-1 record.
Dayton has had a tough early season, playing Ohio State, Wisconsin, WisconsinMilwaukee and Bowling Green in four if its
first five games.
Dayton head coach Jim Launder said his
team has played tough against these teams.
“They’ve done really well,” he said, “espe-

cially in the Wisconsin game. That was a
weird weekend for all of us.”
Launder said the team is not exactly where
he wants it to be.
“I want things perfect,” he said, “and things
can never be perfect.”
Last year the Flyers posted a 7-10-1 record
overall and a 6-5 mark in the Atlantic 10
Conference.
Eastern head coach Tim McClements is giving the Flyers team credit.
“They just knocked off Bowling Green.
They (Bowling Green) are ranked in the top
20 in the country,” he said.

“I know that they’re a good team, that’s
why we put them on the schedule,”
McClements said. He said the Panthers did not
think they would get blown out by Bowling
Green or they would not have wanted to play
the team.
Launder said he is not planning on taking
Eastern lightly either.
“Eastern is going to be pretty tough,” he
said. “They look like they’ve been in tight in
their games. Tim’s a good coach. He’ll have
them ready.”
In preparing to take on the Flyers,
See DAYTON page 11

